CULTURAL PURSUIT

Read your pursuit card and write in the answers that you know. Circulate and share your knowledge with others. Sign off on a person's card if you give him/her an answer. Collect answers and signatures from others.

Each person can sign only once on your card.

Find someone who:

________________ - Has had his/her name mispronounced.
________________ - Knows what "nisei" means.
________________ - Knows what Cinco de Mayo means.
________________ - Knows who Rosa Parks is.
________________ - Has an "abuela."
________________ - Can name the West coast equivalent of Ellis Island.
________________ - Is from a mixed heritage.
________________ - Knows the meaning of an upside down pink triangle.
________________ - Knows who Stephen Biko is.
________________ - Knows what the Trail of Tears is.
________________ - Knows the meaning of eagle feathers.
________________ - Is bilingual.
________________ - Knows why the Irish came to the USA.
________________ - Knows the color of a disabled parking zone.
________________ - Knows the use of "don/dona."
________________ - Knows what ADD means.
________________ - Knows what a "goy" is.
________________ - Is an athlete.
________________ - Knows what comparable worth means.
________________ - Knows what Juneteenth means.
________________ - Can name the lawyer for Brown v. Board of Education.
________________ - Knows what Islam is.
________________ - Has experienced being stereotyped.